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comedy role, scored a success when
it was tried out late last season.
Since she has become a star, Miss
Anglin has seldom ventured into the
comedy, zone, and it will be a pleasure
to see this line actress in another
phase of her remarkable art. Miss
Anglin is said to have provided an
excellent supporting company which
includes among others, Sully Williams
and H. Reeves-Smith- .

The Empress.

It would be superfluous to attempt
to introduce to Salt Lake playgoers
or, for that matter, the theatre pat-

rons of most of the big cities in this
country the Fred Karno London
comedians, who, the past season or
two, have been in this country with
their eccentric comedy sketch entitled
"A Night in an English Music Hall."

This organization of comedians is
one of the most famous comedy
troupes ever seen in the vaudeville
or variety houses of this country of
Europe, and their act is so far off the
beaten path of theatrical endeavor,
and the idea is so well carried out
that the sketch has proven a head-
line attraction on every bill it has
topped these last two seasons.

For the new program which began
with Wednesday's performances at
the Empress, Manager McCoy an-

nounced the last engagement in this

country of "A Night in an English
Music Hall." The Karno company is
now making its farewell tour before

' going to Europe for an extended en-

gagement.
Second on the bill in importance is

the Apollo Trio, who appear in plas-ti- c

poses reproducing famous bronzo
statues. Others on the bill include
dainty Mattie Lockette, who scored so
great a hit as the sweetheart in the
original "Buster Brown" company.

"The Soldier's Dream" is Joe Spis-sell'- s

latest comedy offering. The
tumbling and gyrations of the troupe
furnish the feature of the act.

Lee Zimmerman is a whistling im-

personator who offers a performance
comprising imitations of birds, and an-

imals. Al Lewis and Walter Pearson
have a musical talking sketch entit-
led "The Wrong Note."

Mumford and Thompson, singing
and dancing duo of comedians, and
the Pathe Weekly of Current Events
finish up the new bill.

Change of Venue.

"Will you not trust me?" she cried,
with all the virginal suppllance that
appertains to maidenhood.

"I cannot I cannot," he murmured,
and the finality in his tones proved
his words to be conclusive.

So she went and changed her
grocer. The Shopper.

Miss Elizabeth Ross, who is cast for the roie of Mrs. Nolan, society climber
in "The Fourth Estate," at the Orpheum all next week.
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You are sure of Three Things
When you become a Depositor here:

1st A National Bank is a Strong Bank;
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